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1. INTRODUCTION: CLASS, NETWORK AND LANGUAGE CHANGE 
This article addresses the social context of internal migration as a force for the convergente 
of language varieties. That migration should he such a force has long heen recognised, since 
it is clear that contact hetween speakers leads to short and long-term changes in their speech 
which in turn have consequences for the language varieties themselves. Clearly. this dialect 
contact is emhedded in wider social structures and we need to know uliy chanyes happen in 
a particular place and time and not another. One of the niost important contributions to the 
understanding of the social emhedding of language change in recent years has been the 
proposal by the Milroys. in their 1992 article. to combine the two hndamental concepts of 
social class and social network into a unified social theory which will account for language 
variation and change. It is our aim in the present paper to show that the relationship between 
class and network that they propose needs modification to take account of highly mobile. hut 
by no means socially niarginal, groups of internal migrants whose sociolinguistic patterns are 
not normally considered in speech comniunity studies (though see Kerswill 1993). 
We begin by briefly presenting the Milroys' position. Linguists. they maintain. have 
heen unreflecting and uncritical in their adoption of frameworks for stratifying and classifying 
groups within society. The consensus model (Durkheim and Talcott Parsons). favoured by 
Lahov, is hased on a view of society as an integrated whole in which the different parts work 
in harrnony with one another. Linguistically tliis should give rise to shared norms of evaluation 
and cohesive speech communities. The consensus view is limited. however. by its inahility to 
account for the dynamic nature and continued vitality of non-standard vernaculars and therefore 
is unable to provide an explanation for linguistic change. Such phenomena can he better 
understood. according to the Milroys, by adopting as a franiework the Marxian contlict model 
which takes account of the inequalities. divisions and opposing interests found within society. 
This model shows how varieties other than standard, legitimised varieties persist strongly and 
act as hadges of identity for less privileged groups. 
Social network theory also provides an explanation for the maintenance of non-standard 
dialects. Close-knit networks act as powerful nornl-enforcement mechanis~ils, if \ve consider 
norms as representing the accepted or unmarked patterns ot' behaviour in a community. Strong 
networks both bind a local community together and reduce the possihility of changes in 
heliaviour. including linguistic behaviour. The interaction between social network and social 
class can be seen when one considers that close-knit networks in the West are to he found 
mainly at the two extremes of the socio-economic s a l e .  Thus. the least powerful and the most 
powerful maintain strong social networks - the former because of the ? l e e d  to maintain such 
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ties for survival. the latter in order to reaffirm their exclusivity. The nlajority of speakers. 
however. who fa11 hetween the two poles. do not have [he need for strong networks and come 
into contact with a wider range of people. 
Within al1 yroups in society. it is. according to the Milroys. individuals who estahlish 
large numbers of weak ties outside their immediate communities who are able to facilitate 
Ianyage  chanye. Concomitantly. the transinission of imovations between groups is effected 
by such individuals. They cite this as a likely explanation for the rapid spread of changes in 
phonological features in Britain. We would infer from this (and this is relevant to the present 
article) that the spread »f changes occurs more rapidly in socially and geographically mobile 
groups. especially migrants. than in groups with a strong local base and close-knit networks. 
Finally. the Milroys propose an alternative to a social class analysis of society, using 
the Danish sociologist. Thomas Hi~jrup's model of Iik-tnodes. We have already mentioned the 
inverse correlation between social network strength and social class: a life-mode analysis is an 
attenlpt to explain why this should be so. In Hojrup's schema. the population is divided into 
subgroups. or 'life-modes'. which share certain social and economic characteristics and 
lifestyles. 
Llf'e-tnnde 1 groups workers who are self-eniployed in small family-run businesses such 
as farming or fishing in rural areas, and corner shops or restaurants in urban 
environn~ents. lntent on rnaintaining a successful enterprise. they tend to make little 
distinction between work and leisure and have a strong solidarity ethic. 
L(p-tnode 2 comprises wage earners and employees. These workers do not share the 
srron_o comnlitment to work of the life-mode 1 niembers: for them a job is the means 
to the achievement of rneaningful free time and leisure. There is no ideology of 
solidarity as in life-mode 1. but solidarity emerges in this _oroup in the face of 
difficulties and lack of resources. These conditions give rise to the traditional close-knit 
neighbourhoods of the working class. If a family's income riseso the need for networks 
to provide support mechanisms is reduced. The family becomes materially hetter off 
and may move out of the neighhourho«d to better accomrnodation. The solidarity ethic 
apparently disappears, only to surface again in times of industrial strife. 
Lve-rnode 3 rnernhers are also wage earners hut they see their goal as rising up the 
hierarchy of the organisation for which they work. This group includes professional 
people such as doctors. lawyers. lecturers and managers. For them. work is rneaningful 
in itself and the individual is prepared to work long hours and niove long distantes to 
fulfill ambitions. As a result. their networks are primarily loose-knit. 
Later. we a r p e  that social mobility does not necessarily go hand-in-hand with a middle 
class (that is. life-mode 3) way of life: as we shall see. the effects on language «f mobility and 
class can be separated. necessitatin~ a more subtle model that includes a recognition of class- 
based cultui-a1 and attitudinal difference that cuts across network types and life-modes. 
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To illustrate these points. we present some preliminary results from an ESRC pro.ject (see note 
I ) which aims to elucidate the relationship between social class. deniopraphy and geographical 
distance from London in the promotion ofthe dialect levelling tliat is cuiiently taking place in 
England. 
The prqject has three premises: 
1. ln areas of high populatinn movenient there niay he rapid changes in dialect and 
accent features. including levelling. 
2. Menibership of a close-hit.  stable social network with strong local ties leads to 
linguistic confomiity (¡.e. not 'stepping out of line') and inhibits change. 
3. Language change is most visible through the comparison of teenage languaye with 
(a) older adults' speech and (b) the speech of younger children. 
The three English towns chosen for the research differed in terms of the amount of in- 
niiyation they had experienced over the past 30 years and in their distance from London, 
which is held to he the origin of many of the phonological changes in English regional varieties 
today (see Tahle 1). Selecting these towns allowed us to investigate the effects of these two 
factors quantitatively. Our expectation was that the greater amount of social niohility in Milton 
Keynes. and consequent absence of close social networks. would correlate with niore rapid 
dialect levelling than would be the case in Reading with its niore stable population. 
Clzoicv qf'disti-icrs within eacli town 
A major part ofthe research was the targeting of not one. but two districts in each town which 
corresponded to what might be roughly termed 'working class' and 'middle class' aieas. The 
aim was to test the Milroys' assertion that more affluent groups would have qualitatively 
different network patterns from the less affluent. The initial selection of the districts was based 
mainly on our own detailed local knowledge of each town. Having chosen the districts, schools 
were then approached. 
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111. DEMOGRAPHIC DIFFERENCES BETWEEN OLD AND NEW TOWNS 
Iiiterviews and group discussions were conducted with 32 adolescents (8 boys and 8 girls from 
working class and middle class schools) in each town. as well as with elderly residents and 
young childreii. The adolescents read word lists anci took part in discussions on linguistic 
issues. Inforniation was collected on their life-styles. in-school and out-of-school activities. 
faniily contacts. frieiidship patterns. tastes in music. magazines. clothes. sporting activities. 
and perceptions of different groups within the broader teenage culture. The data is being 
analyseci iri order to achieve aii ethnographic profile of each individual. Data on the 
adolescents' parents' origins are shown in Table 2. 
The table suggests that the micidle class families have a good deal in comrnon in that 
few of the parental generation were born in the town where they now live. These parents. 
almost al1 of whom were iri the professions and senior managerial positions. had moved to 
Milton Keynes or Reading for work-related reasons. Most had higher education and i t  was 
expected that their childreii would go on to university. Few had extended family living locally. 
Such families would be typical of Hojmp's life-mode 3. 
In contrast. the Reading working class school is in an area where family ties are 
evidently closely maintained. The housing estate where it is located was developed from the 
1920s onwards as an area with a high concentration of social housing. Under certain 
circumstances it is possible for people to inherit the right to a particular council house frvm 
their parents - a practice which promotes the continuity of families living in the sanle area. It 
is in this kinci «f area that close knit networks would have been formed. especially at times of 
high unemployment. This particular council estate could be seen as solidly life-mode 2 with 
some life-mode 1 families interspersed. 
What can be said about the Milton Keynes working-class areas? Although we have not 
yet analysed the social data gathered from our subjects. we can infer a great deal about it from 
our previous project which was located in a neighbouring. socially similar area.' In a previous 
paper (Williams 81 Kerswill 1997). we discussed the low level of social cohesion and the hiph 
level of geographical mobility of the families studied. For example. we noted statements such 
as the following (taken from interviews with the niothers o f t h e  children we recorded): 
'It to«k me abuut two years to even speak to someone. After the first year I was 
cracking up. I just wanted to go back. 1 hated it. Nobody had been born in 
Milton Keynes. Everybody had come from somewhere else. You had them from 
everywhere - London, Scotland. Ireland. And if you didn't come down with 
them . . . they stuck to their own groups' 
'They [the neighbours] only spoke to me once and that was to complain' 
' 1  love it here. It's the best thing I've ever done. I'm not one for popping in for 
cups of tea here and there. After al1 the years I've been on this estate. I've only 
got two friends' 
(Williams & Kerswill 1997) 
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We also noted the great williiigness with which sonie people moved: while almost al1 families 
had moved at least once within Milron Keynes. three families had moved six. seven and nine 
times. respectively. 
Despite this apparent lack of social cuhesion. there was another tendency. alheit fouiid 
among a miiiority of the families in our sample. This was the practice of moving to Milron 
Keynes as an extended family. with two adult generations, or perhaps sihlings. moving 
toyether. These people were ahle to reproduce the family support mechanisrns of their former 
home towns. the lack of which was noted by other people we interviewed. 
Despite this preseiice of this piactice. the picture of working-class Milton Keynes life 
is different horh from middle-class lik-styles in Milton Keynes and working-class life-styles 
in Reading. a fact which makes i t  difticult to f i t  this group into a Hojrupian life-niode. What 
the Miltoii Keynes working-claas group does shaie with the middle-class groups. however. is 
an orientation towards people and places elsewhere - usually. home town and kin. Like the 
life-mode 3 professionals. they have moved considerable distantes to live where they are now 
- although the motivation was usually hetter housing. not better employment prospects. Again. 
like life-mode 3 people. they do not seem ro form close-knit territorially bounded groups with 
mutual dependency. However. as already noted these migrants do not tit into any of the 
H~j rup ian  life-modes. Ii i  terms of occupation. they belong mostly to life-mode 2. Yet the 
formation of cloae-knit networks seems not to occur: either by choice or conipulsion. they keep 
themselves to themselves. despite (in some cases) unemployment and poverty. Thus. we have 
an economically deprived life-mode 2 group who seem to prefer the geopraphical mobility and 
the loose network patterns typical of people in life-mode 3. 
This type of social network is common to migrants everywhere (Kerswill 1994). and 
as such should not surprise us. It is one which. if the Milroys' thesis is right. will Iead to an 
openness to language change. We now consider some results. 
IV. LEVELLING VS. CONSERVATlSM IN MILTON KEYNES AND READING 
We begin by considering the vowel (aI). which occurs in words like time, night. etc. In 
vernacular speech in the south of England. it has a ranye of variants. including [a11 (similar 
to that used in Received Pionuiiciation. or 'RP'). [ a ~ ] .  [ a ~ ] .  [DI]. [AII and [cI]. There are also 
variants with a lengthened tirst element. which could be transcrihed [ a ' ~ ]  and a monophthongal 
[a:] - both the latter associated with vernacular London speech. Table 3 shows the distribution 
of these variants in the speecli of working-class sub-jects (we choose this group because any 
converyence is likely to be more visible than in the speech of the linguistically more uniform 
middle-class): eight girls. eight boys and four native-born elderly residents of Milton Keynes. 
The table does not show that many of the teenagers' vowels have the lengthened onset 
characteristic of London (a point that could be investigated instrunientally ) .  However. the most 
siriking feature is the rather small overlap between the distributions of the older and younger 
speakers: we return to this apparent lack of continuity below. 
Table 4 shows the distribution of the same variants ii i  Reading. By contrast with Milton 
Keynes. we see that there is rather little evidence of change over tw« generations. The 
predominant variant is a fully hack. diphthongal la11. with a sniall number of fioiited and a 
larger number of back-raised variants. These variants are sometimes stereotyped as 'rural' in 
the south of Erigland. aiid contribute to the perception of the Reading accent as coniing from 
much further west. and therefore supposedly rural. than it does. 
We turn now to (au). as in round. house. nori3. which. unlike ( a ~ ) .  shows strony 
evidence of undergoing rapid levelling in southern England generally, with the attrition of 
regional variants in favour of the RP-like [au]. Tables 5 and 6 show the distribution of variants 
found in our Milton Keynes and Reading samples. respectively. 
For both towns. there is a near-categorical shift away from a localised form to a non-localised. 
standard-like one - a clear and dramatic instance of dialect levelling. This is in direct contrast 
to the pattern for ( a ~ ) .  where we saw levelling taking place in Milton Keynes but to a much 
lesser extent in Reading. However. there is a crucial difference between the two towns: while 
the shift for (au) is (we believe) total in Milton Keynes. this is not so in the working-class 
district of Reading. where perhaps 10 per cent of the children occnsionnll~. use the old variants. 
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This difference is easily evplainable in terms of differences in network structure. along the 
lines discussed earlier. 111 another paper (Kerswill 81 Williams 3000. fe), we took a similar 
approach. though we focussed on chronological continuities and breaks. We proposed a 
principie of 'koiileisation' stating that. in new towns. there is no continuity across generations. 
7iliis is clearly true of Milton Keynes: most youngsters there have no family contact with 
elderly native residents of the area. while this is not at al1 true of Reading. where we often find 
three geneiatioils living on the same estate. 
The figures as presented above in fact obscure two other patterns. The first is that. in 
the intermediate generation of people native to the Milton Keynes area (those born between the 
1940s and 1960s). the variant [zu]. virtually absent in the oldest and youngest speakers. is the 
single most common variant (see Kerswill & Williams 1994: 22; Kerswill 1996b). Clearly 
factors we are not i11 a position to discover at the moment are at work. The second observation 
is that the transcription [au] subsumes a number of potentially distinct variants. One of these 
we believe to be both innovative and sociolinguistically salient. The possibly new variant is 
a fully hack [au]. or even [ m ] .  We noted it in both Milton Keynes and Reading. and we would 
speculate that it is used more hy white children whose friendship groups include young people 
of African Caribbean origin. 
Finally. we can mention two as yet unquantified observations relating to the vowels of 
Milton Keynes and Reading. The first concerns the vowel (A). as in cup. Trudgill has found 
ttiat this vowel is being progressively fronted in the area directly east and north-east of 
London. the degree of fronting being greater the closer the location is to London (Trudgill 
1986: 51). We have found no evidence of this whatsoever in either Milton Keynes ínorth-west 
of London) or Reading (west of London). On the contrary. we have noted sorne very back 
variants in both towns. but especially in Milton Keynes. Pronunciations such as [ k ~ z n ]  for 
cousiti or [ b i ~ v a ]  for bt.otlirr- are cornrnon. with the symbol [A] standing not for its 
(centi.aiised) RP value but its fully back cardinal value. The hack vowel is. we believe. an 
innovation and. like the back variant of (au) ,  may he associated with peer groups which 
include African Caribbean speakers. For Reading teenagers. fronted [a] or [a] for /A/ belong 
to the stereotype of Cockney speech. 
The second observation concerns a conservative trait of Reading speech. This is a 
central pronunciation of /a:/ in words like last. batlz. park. This is fairly prevalent in the 
Reading teenagers' speech. who will vften say 113:s n31?] for lust nigkt. Strangely, the fronting 
is less pronounced among the elderly speakers: it is almost as though this feature has been 
seized upoil as a marker of local identity by the young - though we have no evidence yet that 
this is so. 
CONCLUSION: Social Network and Class Culture as Independent Influences on 
Language Change 
In our previous project. we suggested that a numher of phonological variables show evidence 
of levelling in Milton Keynes. For some features. especially vowels. the levelling is towards 
an RP-like norm: foi- others. especially consonants. it is towards a generalised southern non- 
standard norm. We suggested at the time that these results were due to (1 )  the mutual 
accommodation that comes ahout in a demographic melting-pot such as this. and (2)  the 
coiitinued contact that the town has had with other places since its initial establishment. The 
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results we have presented in this article confirm these findings. The comparison of Milton 
Keynes with Reading allows us to say with more certainty that i t  is open networks with niany 
links to people elsewhere that allow the levelling to take place. 
But to return to the title of the paper: we believe that the data shows that mobility and 
social class are two separate influences. On the basis of the Reading data only. one might 
conclude that high niobility and low social class are mutually exclusive: both the social and the 
linguistic data are consistent with this conclusion. One would conclude that the niiddle-class 
children's use of standard English grammatical forms and near-RP vowels (not discussed here) 
is due to the greater susceptihility to standardisation which is characteristic of their open social 
networks. rather than the result of their social class and tlie different norms that apply there. 
The tendency towards non-regional nornls perceptible in the working-class Milton Keynes 
youngsters. however, should not be over-estiniated. In this group, non-RP phonology is still 
the nornl. as is non-standard grammar. This occurs despire the open. loose-knit networks with 
many contacts outside the town that are contracted by the Milton Keynes working-class 
subjects. We must then ask why non-standard forms persist in the speech of Milton Keynes 
youngsters as strongly as they do. We believe there is a difference in culture: ethnopraphic 
interviews with youngsters of both classes in both these towns and in Hull suggest a strong 
class awareness (Kerswill & Williams 1997). In fact. the main divide they perceived was 
'class'. with strong statements being niade by the working-class teenagers against 'posh' 
people. Within such working-class families. mobility does not iinply an openness to 
standardisation, despite the Milroys' claim: class-based cultural differences coiicerning literacy 
as well as relationships with schools. authorities and eniployers may be niaintained in a niigrant 
population such as that in Milton Keynes. Thus. we would like to arpue that class-based norms 
directly affect a person's willingness to adopt standard English and RP pronunciatioiis. without 
the necessary mediation of networks. 
A life-mode analysis is clearly very useful: however. the link that the Milroys make 
between class and network is possihly more subtle than they had supposed. Class-based culture 
can have a direct effect on standardisation. quite independently of niobility and open networks. 
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Kerswill aiid J .  Clicshire. Research Fellows A .  Williaiiis aiid A .  Gilleii. 
2 .  'A iiew dialect iii a iicw city: cliildreii's aiid adults' speecli iii hliltoii Keyiies': 1990-91. ESRC rel'. R000132.376. 
award Iiolder P. Kerswill. Researcli Fellow A .  Williaiiis. 
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